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About SyAcc Systems Inc.
To achieve success in today's highly challenging business practices organizations are required to innovate, develop
and deliver top notched products and quality services; to address these complex needs of growing business, the
business arena is constantly changing and evolving continuously. SyAcc has the required total solution to help
organizations to accelerate what they do the best.
Founded in 1991, SyAcc Systems spear heads a development and consulting portfolio based in the Greater Toronto
Area. SyAcc provides robust suite of solutions including financial, distribution and manufacturing, a unifying
technology developed with oracle database systems. For over twenty years SyAcc has provided integrated business
solutions, hardware requirements and various other related services, including EDI (electronic data transfer), radio
frequency scanning systems, system consulting, project management, data conversion, specialized programming and
network implementation.
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SyAcc Mission
"It is our commitment to deliver the most advanced and integrated solution within desired time lines, along with
providing guidance towards the smoothest migration path for the new system and the adoption of new technologies.
This has provided SyAcc the opportunity of building and maintaining longer lasting relationships with its clientele
over the period of two decades." On the surface a simple statement but embedded is the idea of dedication, a keen
sense of the future and a deep understanding of your business needs.

SyAcc Ability
Customer Commitment: We at SyAcc want to help ensure your company's success and growth. We do this by
maintaining complete control of your business system software and its development.
Scalability: Our business software is modular based which allows your business to use what is currently needed,
while allowing scalability should your business needs grow.
Partners: Our strategic application partners are ORACLE, Compaq and Crystal Decisions. We also offer and integrate
database products in the Oracle, Progress and Microsoft environments.
Integration: Truly integrated business software is the key to any successful business system and is the cornerstone of
SyAcc's business modules.
Expertise: Our staff boasts experts in accounting, manufacturing processes, distribution and service related activities.
Ongoing Innovation: Our research and development department allows us to create new products and integrate the
latest technological developments into our current suite of applications and hardware.
Single Vendor Responsibility: We provide you with the advantage of knowing you have all bases covered; if there
is a system problem, you have one party to call which enables you to concentrate doing what you do best, i.e.
retailing.
Ease of Migration: Our Hardware, Consulting and Education divisions provide clients with a complete and effective
migration to the new business system.
Efficiency: Our ability to rapidly develop and maintain reliable production code enables us to provide the most
comprehensive and cost efficient solutions.
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